
Safety Beyond Products
iMSafe™ on-site safety assessment

Reduce loss and improve safety 
Injuries on the job and safety violations cost companies 
millions of dollars each year. Keeping your team safe and 
helping you avoid costly fines are top priorities for Airgas,  
an Air Liquide company. 

That’s why we’ve invested in the capabilities of our safety 
team to continue taking safety beyond products. With more 
than 70 QSSP-certified safety specialists, we are uniquely 
positioned to do more than just sell you products. Our team 
works hand-in-hand with you to improve your internal safety 
program, reduce injuries and keep you compliant with OSHA 
and industry regulations.

Airgas.com

Our QSSP-certified safety specialists will:

•  Perform a safety assessment of your 
worksite

•  Identify safety hazards and potential 
violations

•  Provide you with a detailed report 
documenting our findings

•  Recommend cost-saving strategies  
for improvement



iMSafe™

On-site safety assessment

Evaluating your results
With an iMSafe on-site safety assessment, you get the 
information you need to improve safety for your business. 
After receiving your detailed report with our findings,  
we’ll discuss the results and provide recommendations for 
improvement. In addition to helping you take immediate 
action to eliminate hazards and comply with OSHA  
regulations, we’ll help you outline a plan with procedures you 
can implement to help avoid costly incidents in the future.

We’ll also store your data so we can help you track important 
details about your safety program in a single location. Your 
safety specialist will create a record of your program and 
provide you with observations related to safety within your 
facility. It’s a seamless way for Airgas to help you stay on track, 
maintain compliance and keep your team safe.

We offer a variety of surveys and inspections designed to 
help you improve safety in your workplace. You identify the 
area that you would like your safety specialist to evaluate or 
we can recommend specific assessments to be performed 
based on your business.

Surveys and assessments

•  Implementation surveys

•  Crib crawl

•  Hand protection assessments

•   Efficiency calculator tool for PAPR and supplied  
air applications

•  Tools and machinery surveys

Inspections

•   Fall protection equipment

•   Eyewash and emergency showers

•   Ladders

•   AEDs

Ask your safety specialist for more  
information and schedule an iMSafe 
on-site safety assessment today.

Contact us  
866.935.3370 | wecanhelp@airgas.com
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